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What is Aquaclean®?
Aquaclean® technology is a fabric treatment that allows you to clean stains by 

using water only. Aquaclean® helps to remove the majority of stains i.e. wine, 

ink, sauce, fat, mud, chocolate & cream.

Aquaclean® is an advanced fabric protector for all kinds of upholstery. It is a 

treatment that covers every fibre with an invisible molecular layer that prevents 

dirt from penetrating the fabric. 

Clean in 3 simple steps:

1. Remove excess residue.

2. Apply water over the stain, either directly or using a damp cloth. Wait for a 

few seconds. 

3. Press down over the stain with a damp cloth and rub gently in circular 

movements. If the stain doesn’t come off completely repeat the process as 

required.

Can I use alcohol to clean stains? 

Aquaclean® does not recommend alcohol or any other kind of solvent for 

cleaning textile fabrics. Alcohol and other  solvents degrade the fibers and 

other components. This will also negatively affect the useful life of the 

upholstered furniture. 

Water is all you need to clean your Aquaclean® fabric. However, in the 

toughest cases you may use a little neutral soap diluted in water. 
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Is Aquaclean® Antimicrobial?
Aquaclean® is coated with Safe Front® Protective layer. Safe Front® protects against 

and prevents dust mites and bacteria from reproducing, thus obtaining a totally 

hygienic upholstery material.  It is a perfectly ecological and harmless method of elimi-

nating the presence of mites and bacteria in fabric. 

Dust mites are the cause of almost 70% of allergies, such as hay fever, bronchial asthma, 

atopic dermatitis and uticaria (hives). 

Bacteria are the cause of infections and resistance to antibiotics in hospitals. What Safe 

Front® has achieved is how to prevent the presence of these mites and bacteria with-

out resorting to the use of insecticides or volatile substances. 

Is Aquaclean an Clean & Eco 
Friendly Product?
Fabrics with Aquaclean® Technology have been certified with the Made in Green® 

registered trademark. This guarantees the absence of harmful substances in fabrics and 

that the manufacturing process repects the environment. 

Aquaclean does not contain any PFC’s (Perfluorocarbons). These are a hazard to the 

environment as they are not biodegradable and have an extremely long life span. 

For more information, please contact us: marketing@chie�ainfabrics.com
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